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scorns U.S. government

Low tide grounds rowboats in Owls Head, Maine(Turner Photo)

Sig Ep closing suspended,
'back on the right track'
By Scott Milliken
Staff Writer
The UMO Conduct Committee's
decision of Feb. 18 to close the Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity house has been
suspended by Thomas Aceto, vicepresident for student affairs.
The decision to close Sig Ep resulted
from interference with fire and police
officials at an illegal fire outside the
house Feb. 6. Four Sig Ep members
admitted lighting the fire, throwing
objects at fire and police vehicles and
urinating èmn a fire truck. The conduct
committee decided the fraternity
for
responsibility
bear
should

_
•.

members' conduct which violates the
university's conduct code, and should
be closed from March 12, 1983 to June
1, 1984.
Sigma Phi Epsilon's national
headquarters established an advisory
council to prepare an appeal on Sig
Ep's behalf. The council was made up
of the board of directors of the Maine
Alpha Chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon
Alumni Corp. (Sig Ep's "parent"
organization), and a representative of
the national headquarters. The council
was authorized to make decisions
-directing Sig Ep's appeal.
(See Sig EP page 2)

By Tim Rice
Staff Writer
Investigative reporter Seymour Hersh, who many believe helped bring the
Vietnam war to an end with his Pulitzer Prize winning expose of the My Lai
massacre, spoke to a full house Wednesday night in 101 English/Math.
The former New York Times reporter was brought to UMO as part of the
Distinguished Lecture Series, and spoke on "Uncovering Secrets:
Investigative Journalism and the Dark Side of American Foreign Policy."
Hersh, who calls himself a "Vietnam war junkie", said one of the good
things to come out of the war is that "Reagan is afraid to use troops." He
said the president has classified more information than anybody. He drew
applause from the crowd when he called Reagan an "unfeeling insensitive
son-of-a-bitch."
Hersh, a law school drop-out and bartender before'beginning as a
reporter—a job he 'never thought he'd have'—grew to hate the war. He
worked for the United Press International in the mid sixties.
"I was a troublemaker," Hersh said. "The guys covering the Pentagon
by and large liked the war. I was a half-radical, but I didn't think I was at
the time because I was a journalist."
In 1969, after he went free-lance, Hersh got a tip about a possible story
from a public interest lawyer. He said he later learned that the lawyer called
him because "he thought I'd do it.
"I got a call about a guy up for
court-martial for killing 75 civilians. I
That's what
believed the story.
separated me from the rest."
The story that followed soon became
one of the most celebrated pieces of
journalistic writing to come out of the
Vietnam war era. Hersh uncovered the
shocking story of William F. Calley, a
United States Army lietenant accused
of murdering 109 North Vietnamese
women and children during the raid of
a village.
"The estimates of dead ranged from
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but Pulitzer Prize winner Seymour Hersh
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April 19: The night of the living 'Dead'
•

5,000 tickets sold for
the biggest concert
in IMO history
By Michele Guilmette
Staff Writer
•

A' year long series of contacts with the
booking agent and a lot of persistence made
Tuesday's Grateful Dead concert possible,
said the co-chariirien-___of the Student
Activities concert
Entertainment and
committee.
Last August, Alan Small and Patricia
Collins began their quest for a sell-out band.
Throughout the school year they placed two
bids for the Grateful Dead, two for Jerry
Garcia. and one for Santana.
"We knew there were a lot of Deadheads
(fans of the band) on campus," Small said.
He said the first bid was placed in
September for an outdoor concert with the

The Dead: Coming live to UMO(Walker photo)

Grateful Dead. But that fell through, and
instead the band played at the Cumberland
County Civic Center, Portland.
"The only way you get bands to come here
is if their tours have been routed this way,"
he said. •
Part of the Grateful Dead's tour schedule
includes a performance Sunday in New
Tuesday and one in
Jersey. one at UMO
Rhode Island Wednesday. - Small said the main reason the Grateful
Dead is appearing at UMO instead of
University of New Hampshire is because the
concert will be held in the Alfond Arena. He
said Alfond is newer than what UNH had to
offer and can hold 5,000 people.
Collins said the 5.000 concert tickets were
sold within a week and a record 3,500 tickets
were sold the first day.
She said, "The majority of those tickets
were sold to UMO students and friends who
were visiting them, but we also sold about
120 mail order tickets. About 100 of those
were from out of state."
Telephones at the SEA office have been
busy with inquiries about tickets from
Grateful Dead fans around the country.
(See Dead page 2)
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Lecture series differ in
philosophy and funding

1'•
•••••••

By Bruce Osgood
Staff Writer
The speaker who appeared on
night
was
Wednesday
campus
sponsored
by the Distinguished
Lecture Series. Or was he sponsored
by the Guest Lecture Series? The two
are not the same. They have different
'compositions,
philosophies
and
fundings..
Howard Schonberger, co-chairman
of the DLS committee and professor of
history at UMO,said two years ago the
DLS separated into two committees
that could act independently to allow
faculty input into the selection of
speakers. The DLS committee consists
of six faculty mmbers appointed by the
president of the Council of Colleges
and six students from the GLS
committee.
The GLS committee was formed in
-- the separation after G. Gordon Liddy

By Ro
Staff

The DLS tries to select speakers
whose ideas are not generally presented
in the mass media and who have
distinguished reputations in their own
fields, Schonberger said.
"It's these types of distinguished
speakers that are most interesting to
bring to UMO," he said. "The key
elen),gnts of our decision are the
availability of a speaker, the cost of the
speaker, whether the speaker is
distinguished and finally whether the
speaker can attract an audience of at
least 100 people."
This year the cost of speakers for the
DLS has ranged from $1,000 to $2,000
Generally,
for their honorariums.
expenses are an extra $400 to $500,
Schonberger said.
Marcia Larrabee, a member of both
the GLS and the DLS committees, said
the GLS is a committee of students that
currently has 20 members and can have
a maximum of 30. Although the GLS

Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity house on College Ave.(File photo)
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Prism Positions Available
•

.4e

Aplications are now available for the
positions Of Editor and Business Manager of
the Prism, for the school year of 1983-1984.
You may pick up your application at 107
Lord Hall or the Prism office in the,Metnorial
Union. These are salaried positions.
Application Deadline: April 15th. Interviews:
April 20th.

(continued from page 1)
until May 31. At the end of this
semester the university will review Sig
Ep's performance and behavior and
whether
decide
to
reinstate
recognition.
Haskell said,.'.if there &tally mire
problems, that will be it."
Aceto also imposed conditions fo
his decision including weekly meeti
among Sig Ep President
avid
Chamberlain,
Sig
Eps
House
---- Parent/Adviser Herbertnty, nd _
William Lucy, associ e dean of
student activities and organizations.
Haskell said, "I foresee the house
will be open next year...I'm sure there
will be some further action taken, but
that's up to (Aceto).
I feel the
university administration has been
understanding and more than fair."
Chamberlain said Sig Ep is "out of a
-state of crisis management. We're
bitelcon the right track. I'm confident
we'll be open next semester."
Aceto was unavailable for comment.

The Alumni Corp. suspended the
memberships of all Sig Ep brothers and:
has taken control of Sig Ep's charter
until next year.
„

Ben Haskell,u president of the
advisory ceunck_isaid the couna
---etddiic--ted interviews with each Sig Ep
The DLS tries to select speakers whose
brother March 7, reviewing their
ideas are not generally presented
contributions to the fraternity. At the
end of the review, Haskell said, "the
council invited all good brothers back_
in the mass media...
to Sig Ep." Six members were not
invited back.
was invited by the students to speak as is a student government committee any,
The cOuncil then drew up a list of
a distinguished lecturer, Schonberger
student can serve on it.
recommendations which was given to
said.
"GLS has a broader scope,"
Aceto. The list included restrictions on
"We can do
Larrabee said.
"The faculty jumped all over this
open parties, prohibition of alcohol at
entertainment or get into people who
because he was called a distinguished
house parties, and close consultations
lecturer," Schonberger said. "They
might not be considered distinguished.
between Sig Ep and the advisory
said the students don't know the
We try to benefit a good proportion of
council.
difference between a distinguished
the community."
After reviewing the council's actions
lecturer and a criminal. The COC then
Larrabee said, "In the past year,
and recommendations, Haskell said,
convinced the president to change the
speakers have averaged $3,000 to
Aceto told Sig Ep the university has
name of the student controlled
$4,000 plus expenses, but we get some
suspended its recognition of the house
operation from Distinguished to Guest
of them for less than that."
Lecture Series and that way it allowed
Some speakers are jointly sponsored
them more leeway in inviting celebrities
by the groups. Every speaker the DLS
as opposed to to misusing the term
approves goes to the GLS committee
Small said, "There was a guy who
for approval. If the GLS committee
'distinguished' ."
decides not to fund a speaker the DLS
called from Houston, Texas offering
Schonberger said the $10,000 a year
budget for the DLS comes from the
can still go ahead and do it on their
$50 for every ticket we could get him."
Collins said, "The same guy bought
Cultural Affairs Committee at the
own and vice versa, Larrabee said.
an ad in the Bangor Daily News asking
university and special contributions
Schonberger said this year the DLS
someone to get him tickets at $50 a
from the presidents office. The GLS's
has brought in six speakers, three of
shot. He eventually got his tickets by
$27,000 a year comes from student
whom were co-sponsored with the
mail order.
government.
GLS.
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WANTED-Director
for
female .
barbershop chorus located in Bangor..
Write Sweet iAdelines, P.O. Box 83,
Bangor, Me 04401.

Apartments

SUMMER SUBLET- Sunny, Spacious,
Furnished I BR, May I5-August 30. Rent
Negotiable. 581-3866 (days), 947-2537
(eves.).
Stillwater Village Apartments now
renting for Sept. 1 and 2 bedroom units.
Heat and Hot water included. Stove,
refrigerator, disposal and
laundry_
facilities. Call 866-2658.
One or two roomates wanted to share
spacious, nicely furnished apartment in
Orono. Price negotiable. Please call
Nancy at 866-5631. Keep trying.
Summer Sublet-3 bedroom apartmentfully furnished-waterbed and 2 color
TV's- large backyard-available May 15Sept. 1. $229 Per manila plaiLutilities. Tel:
866-7928.

Jobs
APPRENTICESHIPS
FARM
sponsored by Maine Organic Farmers and
Gardeners Assoc. Available on Maine
farms spring through fall. Apply now to:
M.IR.F.G.A., Box 2176, Augusta, Me.
04330.
Summertime job cleaning yachts for
Charter fleet. Mount Desert Island. Call
244-5066.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! $14-28,000.
Carribean,
WOITC—Call for
Guide, Directory, Newsletter. 1-916-722111.1 Ext. UMAINEORONO.
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(continued from page 1)
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Inquiries from New York were
received before the concert date was
announced. Small said.
Several offers in exchange for
Concert tickets were also made to
Susan Clapp, SEA program advisor.
over spring break': She did not accept
any of these, Collins said, "but one of
the offers was a ticket to any concert
in the country and round trip tickets to
get there-just for two Grateful Dead
tickets.''
Because the concert is the largest in
WAD history and the first in the!
Atfond Arena, security will be
enforced by 90 people.
Rich Carlson, in charge of security
for SEA, said SO SEA members will be
helping with security in addition to 20
UMO policeman who have about 20
other students working., for them.
"We're playing it safe..Wi-denet want
anyone hurt because of a lad of
security,"/ he said.
-Collins —Said The tont -Ctist fol.- the
concert (including the sound system,
power generators, lights, staging and
security) is about $53,000.
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Many U.S.cooks stir Latin American soup
By Rob Doscher
Staff Writer
Americans would be foolish to expect a change in
the United States Latin American policy fostering a
more enlightened, wise and practical approach to
U.S. relations in that area of the world, a University
of Massachusetts professor and interntional relations
scholar, said Wednesday.
Howard. Wiarda, a political science professor at
UMass and research scholar at the Center for
International Relations at Harvard University, said,
"It would be unrealistic to expect many fundamental
shifts either in U.S. policy toward Latin America or
in basic American attitudes, conditioned by
stereotypes we hold about that area, to be altered."
Wiarda, who spoke on "The U.S. and Latin
America, Change and Continuity" to about 40
people in the Memorial Union's North Bangor
Lounge, said very little has changed in the Latin
American policy since the early I900's.
"The Reagan administration has gone through a
major transitional process but at this time is not all
that much different from other administrations in
Howard
dealing with Latin American issues", Wiarda said.
There is a great deal of continuity in Latin
American relations from decade to decade regardless ef.,-reeent--political
--tampaign dud television statements, Wiarda said. Wiarda said historically Latin America has not been considered very
important in American foreign policy and the Reagan administration sees
the Soviet Union more as "the devils and sources of all problems" rather
than Salvadoran guerrillas.
.
"Americans view Latin America through a prism of their own preferred
solutions and tend to be patronizing toward Latin America. We assume we
are a developed and modern nation and they are underdeveloped and
primitive nations," Wiarda said.
Wiarda said he believes Americans think they are superior, that they
know best for Latin America and tend to impose American solutions on an
area where most often they do not fit.
"Three primary interests in major U.S. policy considerations are access
to raw materials, markets and sea
lanes, maintaining stability, and
hostility • to- foreign powers in -the
area," Wiarda said.
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One Day Sale Only:
Bumper Stickers
Commemorating the Grateful
Dead at UMO.For a dollar, you
don't even have to own a car.
2nd floor Memorial Union
8-5 Fiday.
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Melvin Burke, professor ,of economics, agreed with Wiarda that
bureaucracy does moderate the behavior of presidential administrations in
the U.S. but said, "I have heard a geat deal in Washington that Mr. Reagan
has done a very good job of moderating his policy."
Burke said this is hard for Reagan to do because "bureaucrats are
government and Reagan comes in on an anti-government platform as he is
anti-bureaucratic. It is very difficult to work with bureaucrats if you are
against them."
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Wiarda said policy toward Latin America is almost
always crisis oriented. If there is no crisis, such as in
El Salvador America !ends to ignore the area
entirely because Latin America receives low priority
in U.S. foreign policy.
Several domestic forces also influence American
policy in Latin America, Wiarda said. "The role of
the press in many circumstances, such as the rape and
murder of the four nuns in El Salvador in 1980,
paints the true picture of events in Latin America for
the American people. The Reagan administration
cannot presume to defend a government that rapes
and murders nuns."
U.S. interest groups also have an important
influence on foreign policy. Wiarda said the role of
the church has a major moderating effect on
American Latin American policies.
"The. Reagan administration, which is very
mindful of public-relations, listens to these interest
groups to the point where policies have revolved
around these groups attitudes and ideas," Wiarda
said.
Wiarda
AriRther moderating domestic influence on the
Reagan administration, Wiarda said, is the
_
bureaucratic sysfenijK.merican government. "The departments of
Defense and-State and the CIA are manned-chiefly-by_ professional civil
servants who have all kinds of means to slow, to frustrate and put barriers
in the way of any new initiative a president may announce."

Experience the excitement of adventure training courses in Army ROTC.
There is no obliga-tiofi to the Army as a freshman or sophomore.
Add Army ROTC to
•
your college _program and.
you automaticallyadd adventure to.your campus life.
Call:
Cpt Paul D. Walker, Jr.
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an you remember how you felt the last time
someone made a decision which affected you,
but left you nothing to say about it? If so, you
can probably'easily imagine hOw Palestiniaiirfeel
watching President Reagan and King Hussein
bartering over Reagan's Middle East peace plan.
Reagan's plan calls for Palestinian autonomy in
the Israeli-occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip in
close association with Jordan. It doesn't seem
unreasonable to expect that the Palestinians should
have a voice in the negotiations which might liberate
them from occupation. Yet consider the following
excerpt from Monday's Boston Globe: "The plan
does not call for a Palestinian state or give the PLO
any role in the peace process. Reagan administration
officials have been pressing Hussein to enter the
Mideast peace process as a representative of the
Palestinians."
Hussein has talked with Yasser Arafat, chairman
of the Palestine Liberation Organization, and until
recently it appeared that Arafat was willing to sign an
agreement which would give the green light to
Reagan's plan. However, Arafat reneged and
Hussein declined to enter negotiations
independently.
It now seems that Arafat wants to appear in person
at the negotiating table. And he is renewing a
demand that there be a prior commitment to a
separate Palestinian state in West Bank and Gaza
Strip. His bait-and-switch tactics, although
frustrating, should surprise no one.
Arafat has never whole-heartedly endorsed
Hussein as a spokesman for the Palestinians and he

C

never will—he can't forget 1970's Black September
when Hussein, trying-0D rid Jordan of Palest-Irian
guerrillas, murdered thousands of Palestinians living
in Jordan.
However, Arafat'S sudden upset of the peace
initiative is probably not a retaliatory action directed
at Hussein. More likely, he is trying to pressure the .
Reagan administration to realize that if it wants any
role in bringing peace to the Middle East, it must first recognize the PLO.
Furthermore, even Hussein recognizes the PLO as
"the sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian
people." Isn't it ironic that the Reagan
administration prefers that Hussein himself try to fill
that role?
PLO sources have been quoted as saying another
reason Arafat is reluctant to sign the agreement with
Hussein is that it carries implicit recognition of
Israel. The PLO does not recognize Israel, nor does
Israel recognize the PLO. However, Israel has an
advantage. It is recognized by the United States.
And unless the Reagan administration recognizes the
PLO, it is impossible to assure the Palestinians equal
and legitimate representation in negotiation.
As for Arafat's demand for a prior commitment to
a Palestinian state, don't despair. Ten to one, if
Reagan recognizes the PLO, Arafat will come
running.
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Extraneous Verbiage
TOM BURRALL

White line fever
The morel think about it, the mere I
unfortunately realize that this institution's sole concern is making the buck.
This monetary concern can no better
be portrayed than this institution'si
tactics dealing with something as
essential to vehicle owners as parking.
In effect, the university is administering a multi-lot, single-level parking
garage. And it is doing a lousy job of
it. Those who wish to forfeit dollars
for a parking decal designating them to
a specific parking area on campus are
not necessarily being guaranteed a slot
between two white lines in which to
park legally.
When 1 take a ticket at a parking
-garage, I am guaranteed a sot to park
my vehicle. If the garage is full, that it,
no parking available, no tickets are
available. Such is not the case with the
university's garage. A parking decal
for a specific garage has no guarantee a
slot between two white lines is
-available. —
This may be due-to-any number of
reasons: too many specific garage
decals issued and too few spaces in that
specific garage; violators who are
parked in a garage for which they have
the wrong garage decal; and violators
who have no garage decal.
The parking problem does not exist
on this campus because there are too
few slots between white lines. On any
given day in which classes are in
session, I can do donuts in the steam
plant parking lot, not only with an 18wheeler, but with a tandem trailer
truck. There are parking spaces galore.
And still, people moan because they
can't find a slot between two white
lines.
These moaners are some of the same
two-legged humanoids who drive from
the library to the Memorial Union and
from Aroostook Hall to Kennebec
Hall. AO try to believe this: some of
these two-legged humanoids who
complain about campus parking are
the same energetic bodies who drive
from such places as Stillwater Village,
fraternities and Grove Street to
campus. Imagine hiking such treacherous trails those distances.
If more decals are issued than the
number of slots between white lines in
a given garage, then the problem lies
there: too many decals. Issuing fewer
decals would also take care of the
many violators who havy a parking
decal but are in the wrong garage.
The violators who have no garage
decal act as the basis for the solution to
this
entire
"parking
so-called
problem." No one should have to have
a decal to park anywhere on campus
unless he is physically handicapped.
Those who are mentally handicapped,
saying we have a parking problem, do
not qualify.
----- With a no-decal garage sysIem,
those not authorized to park in
physically handicapped areas, in fire
lanes or areas obstructing firefighting
apparatus and in other areas restricted
to parking should be Denver Booted
and/or towed.
With a no-decal garage system, we
can boot the .Parking Committee to
Denver where they belong.
Tom Burrall is a senior forestry
major,'minoring in jiiurnaliSiff;from
Geneva, N.Y.
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a e war no mbre
by Toni--St. Antand
This is the story of a certain Vietnam veteran.
Though he held a draft-deferred job, in 1968 he
volunteered for the draft and eventually was called to
fight. He presently teaches high sehool english in
southern Maine and doesn't talk about Vietnam
unless asked to.
His name has been omitted because his story could
belong to any of the American soldiers who fought in
that war.
He was hit and lay helpless at the bottom of a
foxhole while the _fighting continued above. Blood
covered his body. The wounds in his legs and chest
carried him beyond any remembered pain.
He was on duty when the first round from, the
sniper's B-40 rocket, or "tank-buster.", landed just
20feet away. He wasn't supposed to be .on duty this

late but tie new guy. his replacement, had gotten soldier, in frustration, pounded his chest with his fist
Such a bad sunburn today - his first day_ in to prove that the wounds weren't that critical. The
country - that a iiitTe extra _sleep was grarited. ruse worked and mo/phine was given to him.
Another explosion. Men were running everyNumbness enveloped him. The pain was still there,
where. Someonejumped into his hole and landed on
but suddenly he didn't care.
his leg. Pain. The possibility of being overrun by
Being a college graduate afforded him special
the enemy stapled itself to his mind. The feeling of attention during bootcamp at Fort Gordon in
helplessness was overwhelming. Where was the Georgia. On more than one occasion superior
officers approached him to talk about the pos5ibility
medic?
He-Tvas -24 and had been in Vietnam for five of _officer training school or flight training. He was
months as a specialist 4th class in the 1st Cavalry interested in neither offer.
Airmobile. His family, though somewhat military
"I could type. I thought I'd be in an office, or a
oriented because his father and brother had served chaplain's assistant, or something."_ .
in the Army, hadn't wanted him to come, but once
The army didn't work that way. Instead of being
he had volunteered for the draft and then received sent to an office, he was sent to Fort Jackson in
his orders, nothing else could be done.
South Carolina for training in heavy weapons. He
"I didn't want to go to Canada and I didn't want to was on his way to the war.
go to jail, so I joined," he said. "I had no illusions. I
Med-evac helicopters were called for but refused
thought it was all bullshit."
to come pick up the four.men wounded in tonight's
That was September 1968 and now it seemed like attack. It was still dark and too dangerous. Wait till
so long ago.
_
light: a half-hour away.
The medic arrived but was reluctant to administer
morphine.for it 'night evoke labored breathing. The
iSee Vet page 7)
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The Communications Fee debate

Pr();
by Nancy Storey

On March 29 the Student Senate voted 39-1 to send to referendum a proposal to
create a communication fee.
The proposed mandatory fee would affect most students at UMO, requiring the
student to pay a S3.00 fee each semester to help financially aid both the Maine
Campus and WMEB radio.
The referendum will be held next Thursday, April 21.
Arguing in favor of the fee is Maine Campus editor Nancy Storey and arguing
against it is Student Goyernment.Vice-President Tony Mangione.
.

On April 21, UMO students will make a choice through a special
referendum. They can either vote yes and choose to fund the Maine Campus
and WMEB-FM through a communications fee or they can vote no and
stand to lose one of the oldest newspapers in the country.
The communications fee, in essence, would compensate for the fact that
the Campus is freely distributed and therefore derives no circulation
income. While most daily newspapers derive 60-75 percent of their income
from advertising, the Campus relies on advertising for virtually all its total
budget. Every college newspaper in New England and all but seven in the
nation receive some sort of student fee which takes the place of circulation
revenue, but the Campus has had no such revenue. Consequently, the
newspaper has accumulated a large debt since changing to daily publication
in 1979.
This debt nearly forced the Campus to cease publication earlier- this
semester, but, through a combined effort of the university administration and student government, it was assured of continued four-day publication. •
It was realized that some long-range plans were needed, hence the—
communications fee was introduced as a source of supplemental income.
Although it is not the only long-range option for supplemental income, the
fee is the most feasible one. Other means of funding are being sought, but if
students don't care enough about funding their newspaper, why should
anyone else?
The postive aspects of the communications fee are many. The fee would
guarantee the Campus could publish four days a week and could become
financially stable. Once stable, the newspaper could eventually resume five
day publication.
The fee would also partially fund WMEB. Students have always helped to
fund the station through student government; the proposal would simply
rentove it from the unpredictability of annual budget appropriations.
A student advisory board will be set up for both WMEB and the Campus
to provide direct input into the public.
On the other hand, if the fee is not passed, WMEB will still receive
student government funding, continuing along the same lines it is now. The
Campus, however, could not afford to publish more than once a week, if at
all. The life of the paper depends upon passage of the referendum.
The communications fee is not asking students to make a big
commitment. For less than 5 cents an issue, the students will be assured of
an important means of communication. If students don't vote for the fee,
consider the options. The community stands in danger of losing a tradition
which spans 108 years. A valuable information source will dry up. And
most lasting of all, the university will lose its only daily record of history on
file.
Five cents an issue, for an individual, is not a matter-or life and death.
But it is for the Campus.

Rebuttal

by Tony Mangione

Nancy Storey makes many valid points in argtiing for a Communications
Fee, but there are some points which I wish to refute. The Campus does rely
heavily on advertising, yet there is money provided by the Journalism
Department and the College of Arts and Sciences. This must account for a
large portion of revenue. It is the responsibility of those departments to
make sure they can provide a laboratory for Journalism students, for if they
cannot, how do they plan to attract such students to the program?
Will the Communications Fee guarantee financial stability, as
mentioned? No. How is such a guarantee possible? All a fee will guarantee
is that there will be more money to spend. According to the fee, financial
records will be open to the public. But since when have open books
guaranteed fiscal responsibility?
It would be sad to see the Maine Campus fold. But if the Campus is such
an integral part of university life, then the administration should be more
closely involved. President Silverman has granted the Campus awards and
cancelled debts, for this he should be commended. But it is a shame that he
is only approached when the Campus is in deep trouble, too deep to bi
saved. Closer contact with his office may prove to be fruitful in obtaining
funds before disaster strikes.
In 1979 the Campus was a twice a week paper. At that time, financial
difficulties were less. Why not cut back to twice a week? The staff could
put in more time researching stories and production costs Would be lowered.
It is time to send a message to the Board of Trustees. No more fees. It is
time to nip "fee-itis" in the bud. No to the Communications Fee, and no to
the rest of the unfair taxes being proposed.

Con:
by Tony Mangione

Some weeks ago in a letter to the editor, I asked for student input on the
communications fee. What follows is a series of arguments proposed by
students against this fee.
Why should students who live at BCC be forced to pay $1.20 to support
WMEB, a station that most students there can't receive? WMEB provides
BCC with no news, sports or other topics of interest for that part of
campus. If WMEB doesn't provicle BCC with a service, it seems unfair for
BCC students to pay tio support the station.
WMEB is a servici.lhat is not limited to students. When a non-student
buys a SEA movie or concert ticket, they must pay extra. With WMEB,
staff, faculty and residents in Orono, pay nothing for the service, but
receive it nonetheless.
On to the Maine Campus. It is indeed a shame that the paper is not
fiscally sound, that is not the fault of the student body. Why should a tax be
assessed because a newspaper can't pay for itself? The question here is that
even if a fee is assessed, is there a guarantee that the paper will be fiscally
— sound? The answer is no. All an influx of tax money guarantees is that there
• will be more money to spend.
Once again, the question of who is paying for the Campus comes up. Are
faculty, staff, and administration going to pay for it as well? Once again,
no. Yet at the same time, these people will be receiving the Campus with no
payment for it at all.
One of the dangers of having this fee is that students will have no control
over it. While it is true that advisory boards will be set up, it is also true that
there is no mechanism for control over the size of the fee. The activity fee
can only be raised by a majority vote of the students, but this
communications fee provides for no such provision.
The fee also comes at a very poor time. There is talk of a health fee, an
all-activities fee, a Memorial Union Fee. What next? A library fee? It is time
that students say enough is enough. We are sick of taxes and increases. Let's
send that message to the Board of Trustees.
The fee also calls for those who are taking six credits or more to pay. Yet,
most people who take that amount of credits are CED students. They live
far from campus, and WMEB and the Campus provide little if any services
for them.
In conclusion then, it seems unfair to make
students pay for the
above mentioned reasons. It is most unfair to make students pay for a
station and newspaper that everyone else receives for nothing. And lastly,
there is no financial accountability to the student body. As we have seen in
other government programs, an influx of money does not guarantee fiscal
stability. There is too much at stake to test this hypothesis now.
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The arguments posed against the Communications Fee can hardly be
justified as reasonable cause to reject the fee.
First of all, the fact that BCC cannot receive WMEB is due to geography.
Because of its location, BCC sometimes cannot receive many radio
stations; WMEB just happens to be one of them. Though WMEB is a
service offered to non-paying persons, students already pay for the station
through the Student Activity Fee.
The matter of the Maine Campus is another story. The Communications
Fee is not a tax—it is a fee for a product which has been provided free for
years. The Campus didn't pick the time to go broke, and the fee is only
picking up the slack where advertising revenues are no longer sufficient to
meet production costs. It must be reiterated that the Campus is the only
student newspaper in New England which is not partially funded by student
fees. These fees essentially act as circulatiwi revenue.
While it's true the Campus cantle', guarantee its financial stability,
neither can Student Governmentany other financial concern. The
Campus and WMEB will receiv
4rly audits, however, which will be open
to the public.
The fee is not for stud
only--the administration has already been
approached with similar
ns to charge faculty and staff,, and there are
other long-range plans as well.
Also, students shouldn't fear the fee will be increased arbitrarily. Since
the proposal contains no provision for raising the fee, any increase would
obviously have to be voted upon by the students and approved by the BOT.
Finally, neither the Maine Campus nor WMEB chose the wording of the
proposal for the fee, therefore, we have no control over who pays. The
students requiro pay are the same as those required to pay the Activity
Fee.
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--Vet (continued from page 5)
He arrived fir-Long Bintr-tri-Jarmary /969 and
immediately experienced his first bout with the
enemy in a second Tet attack. The battle wasn't as
grand as the then famous let Offensive of '68, but to
a new soldier in country, it was just as impressive.
"It was frightening and exhilarating," he said.
"There was a sense of adventure. F.or the first time I
saw all of our firepower in action. It was amazing."
The fighting lasted more than three hours and in
that time he was forced to see the enemy in a light
quite different than he originally perceived.
"No matter how outmatched they were, they kept
coming. Even with our firepower, I think they
managed to break through a couple of places. I had
to respect that because if we were to go against
firepowere like that, I wouldn't have been there."
The med-evacs arrived and landed only after
Cobras [heavily armed assault-helicopters] had
swept the area with gunfire to insure a safe entrance
and exit. He was loaded into a chopper and was soon
being lifted into the air. Surgery wasfifteen minutes
away.
After fighting had stopped at Long Binh he was
carted off to Firebase Jamie to work with his
company on "reconnaissance in force" missions.

M &MMusic
Airport_MallBangor,Me
(207) 942-7612

$2.00 off

"I gue,we were kind of search and destroy. We
were dropped into an area to look for action and then
picked up a couple days %Ter." '
Two distinct groups of men filled his company.
College graduates and men older than the average
Vietnam draftee formed the group he belonged to.
Most of them believed this war was without purpose,
but, for one reason or another, they had to be in it.
The other group wasNteenagers—high school
dropouts or recent graduates—who really didn't
understand the war.
"Most of the kids were from the South and very
patriotic. Tdctin't think they even knew the difference
between capitalists and communists.
' "The word communist was never even used.
Gooks, slopes, and dinks were. Probably because
it's a lot easier to shoot a gook than a Ho Chi Minh."
He settled into the routine of the 1st Cavalry's
reconnaissance in force missions and watched,
unharmed, as five months went by.
He was sitting on somebody else's helmet tonight
when he heard something snap to his left. He was
reaching for his rifle when the first grenade went off.
The blast threw him into the hole where he would
have been had he wakened his relief on time.
"The blast absolutely blew the shit out of where I
would have been sleeping."

ANCHORS AWEIGH.
The Army's active, reserve and national
guard units have nearly 800 landing, amphibious and harbor craft. More than
the Navy, in fact!
If the smell of the sea excites you,
you'll be excited by the executive opportunities available to the Army officer.
Opportunities, for example, With the
Corps of Engineers—responsible, among
other things, for construction and main-

all reg. $8.98 LPS
with student ID
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Teaching

Cunninghtan's Florist

tenance of dams, waterways, harbors
and bridges. Opportunities with the
Transportation Corps, moving equipment and personnel through military
ocean terminals along the United States
coastline and overseas. These and many
other opportunities give adventure and
sulk: leadership experience. It's the kind
of experience that can put you a step
ahead in any job market—military or
civilian.
Make your first step now. See the Professor of Military Science on your
campus.

BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

827-7721
Stillwater Avenue

Roses $8.99doz.
Spring Flowers
Call us for all your
corsage needs, we
can make anything
you want

His chopper was rising higher into the air when
the sniper fire erupted from the trees below. Fear
and panic raced through him, -MVP again.
"All hell broke loose," he said, "the door - gunner
was firing away and the crew-chief held my head
with one hand and _fired his rifle with the other. The
hot brass ,casings [shells from the Li-idlers] kept
falling on My face and down by shirt: burning the
shit out of my Chest."
The pilot dropped the copter straight down to
treetop level to create an awkward angle for sniper
accuracy The maneuver worked and the chopper
flew out of the area unharmed. The whole incident
lasted no more than a few seconds.
He was flown to a MASH-type unit at Ten Yin for
surgery and then moved to Quan Loi, Camranh Bay,
and finally Ucota, Japan, where he would stay for
two weeks before returning to the United States.
Surgery would be required four times and a year
spent in hospitals before he fully recovered.
After five months of facing death in Vietnam, he
was leaving alive.
"I promised myself that I wouldn't get killed out
there," he said, "You can make promises but I
guess ultimately you're lucky or you're not. Bravery
doesn't mean a thing Well, I guess it does in some
instances, but 0
ere its luck."
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GREEK WEEK
A pril 17th _ 23rd

Sunday: Caddyshaeli
101 E/M 6:00, 8:00, 1:00-pm
Adm. $1.00 or 50 with Greek Letters

Monday: Greek Sing
101 E/M 7:45 pm

Wednesday: Greek blood drive in the pit
10:00 am to 8:00 pm
Public is welcome. Goal 500 pints

Thursday: Pub night at the Oronoka
( with Soundtrak)
$1.00 cover with letters $2.00 without
50' drafts with Greek Letters
9:00-1:00 ID required_
Buses will leave and return to Hauck parking lot.
tr.

'

Friday: •ATO Fight Night in Alfond
Arena
Saturday: Car Parade
9:30 am
Greek Games 10:00 am
Cookout after the games
Sponsored by the Maine Fraternity Board
and Panhellenic Council.

,
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Response
when
writing...
The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should
be 303 words or less and include a name and telephone number.
Anonymous and open letters are welcome, but names will be
withheld from publication only under special .circumstances. The
Maine Campus reserves the right to edit letters for length, taste and
libel.

tters

a
thout

Editor's note: This is a
copy of a letter sent to Ross
director
of
Moriarty,
Copies
Residential Life.
were also sent to President
ViceSilverman,
Paul
Student
President for
Affairs Thomas Aceto and
the Maine Campus.

More grants for grads
To the Editor:

'pit

Residential Life owes an apology

the figure again at $12,000.
After much debate, more
I would like to clarify a few 'amendments and even further
points brought up at the last discussion, the $11,000 figure
General
Student
Senate was. arrived_ at and •assed.
meeting
regarding
the Thus the Senate voted to
Graduate
Student
Board increase funding for grants by
'budget. It is true that the $1,000 over last year. Instead
Senate voted to cut $1150 of hurting graduate students,
from the Executive Budgetary the Senate is in reality helping
'Committee's
recommenda- an increased number over last
tions and it is true that the
year. Once again, there was no
Graduate Board Budget is less cut in the amount over last
- than last year's, but there was-7- year, .simply a cut in the
one point overlooked. _The suggested increase.
fact that the actual amount ofAlso, a new Graduate
grants awarded was increased
Office will be opening up on
by $1,000 over last year.
the third floor of the
At the EBC meeting, the
Memorial
Union.
Thus,
graduate representatives asked
graduate students will now
for $11,000 for grant money, a
have the Graduate Center and
$1,000 increase. A motion was the office for the Graduate
made to decrease the figure to Student Board. Close work
$10,000. That motion failed. among board members and
Another motion was made to
Student Government is being
increase the figure to $12,000. demonstrated. The two are
That motion passed and was
working more closely than
the figure sent to Senate. At
ever, and hopefully this will
the Senate meeting, a motion
continua in the near future.
was made to cut the $12,000
Tony Mangione
figure back to $10,000, but an
Vice President,
amendment was made to fix
Student Government

To the Editor:

I am writing on behalf of
the
Student
Affairs
Committee, a unit of the
neral- Student Senate.
We have reviewed the
recent recommendations of
Life _
the _ .Residential
Advisory Committee and
are extremely dismayed at
the manner in which they
were presented to the
resident student population.' It- would seem that
there is a definite lack of
between
communication

your office and the student
body. This has resulted in a
considerable amount of
confusion and contributed
to a stressful air of
misunderstanding.

nature. The rationale for
raising rates on sidgle
rooms and charging an
extra '150 per semester for
double-singles has yet to be
fully explained. Is there
indeed a rationale?

When
you
appeared
before the Student Senate,
you made it clear that the
proposals now in effect
were merely recommendations and nothing else.
Now, only a few weeks
later, Residential Life has
adopted most, if not all,
these recommendations as

We are disappointed that
Residential Life deemed it
necessary to work behind
the scenes, rather than
present the issues to • the
students in an above-board
fashion. Surely it would
have been more condusive
to a healthy university
atmosphere if—thin
been handled in such a way.

Apparently- the decisionwas made over the recent
As it now stands, I
two-week break, leaving __believe _ResidentiaL,_Life
absolutely no avenue for
owes the student body an
student input. We seriously
explanation
and
an
question the fairness of
apology._
such a move. Many of the
recernmendations are, in
Sincerely,
themselves, blatantly unfair
Rodney Labbe, Chairman
and
discriminatory
in
Student Affairs Committee

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
ieu SARA SE.ete,
INAT PRING.65 DIANA
FUN'
The FRE,S5URE
LATELY.

Commentary
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DON'T YOU IMACANC
54Cfr FOR ONCE. JU51
OWL SHE'D LIKE 1O
9401( our WO GO

Ann T. McGuire

Tea for two
Gramps doesn't waste much energy on those
Kesey's description of McMurphy's arms in "One
y grandfather has the answer for any young
thoughts, though. He derives his good feelings
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest." Those curly red
man who doesn't know what to do with his
from other-than-political sources. First is his
tufts; I always thought they represented fire
life: "He oughtta join the Navy,'
. Gramps
...
family. He beams when we're all together. And his
within, a burning passion for life, unruly and
will say.
Jove
is truly unconditional, even when his progeny
simplistic,
and
firey....
His attitude toward militarism is
appear morally bankrupt through his dogmatic
I watch Gramps' hands and forearms. He gently
I can see why. The Navy took him all over the
Catholicism.
rubs his smooth bald head, like Aladdin's lamp,
world in 1917. He never saw combat; never killed
Seafood is another of Gramps' loves. Shrimp is
and releases a lifetime of experiences, thoughts
anyone. He loves to talk about those days.
"grand,"
and crabmeat is "just the slickest
was
ships
he
the
names
of
tea,
and
remember
the
and
passions,_
----dver-strong
sweet
don't
I
thing!" In fact, as long as your hair isn't too long,
sometimes macaroons or hermits.
on, or whether he went to Perth, Australia before
you're OK with Gramps if you like seafood.. His eyes are always watery; faded blue pools
or after he went to County Kerry, Ireland. I've
also
loves
the
Red
Gramps
particulars,
never caught the
Sox. He has a special system for
because when we drink tea
To Gramps, things have been going downhill, world- scoring
the games, and about 15together and he tells his World
ever
since
Jack
Kennedy
affairs-wise,
was
years
worth
of .score sheets.-He
shibt.
I
think
he
War I stories I just look at him
cousin's
wedding to catch
and wonder...:
really believes that if only Teddy were elected president, things—left-my
.d Sox game a couple of years
agR
oe
I watch him sip his tea. He
would turn around. Teddy's a good Irish Catholic man whose
likes A&P tea with two heaping
Oh yes, Gramps also likes to
teaspoonfuls of sugar. Two family knows what it is to work its way up to something.
teabags per cup ("Don't say__
pitiy--the-'1ot4ree;-"---14e- never
wins, so he doesn't talk about it much. He'd
you're serving tea and then bring hot water!"). recording a lifetime of joy, pain, loneliness, blindrather talk about the tea he got in Perth, or about
He's always had his tea that way. Loves sugar. faith and an Irish temper. They mostly look tired
his Navy buddy Jimmie Sheehan. Gramps and
He's 84 years old and swims for 20 minutes every now.
morning "down to the 'Y." He'll remind you of
There's sometimes a look of disgust in those
Jimmie had a great time together on leave-in
eyes too; disgust with the state of things
Ireland, chasing Kerry dancers.
that if you give him a hard time about the sugar.
We've often talked about taking a boat to
I watch him time-travel between sips. The skin nowadays. To Gramps, things have been going
Ireland together. We could drink the tea there,
on the backs of his hands is translucent and steadily downhill, world-affairs-wise, ever since
watch the dancers, and go to mass in the
wrinkley. Nobby purplish veins show through. He Jack Kennedy was shot. I think he really believes
country...
seems to wear those oversized freckles ("age that if only Teddy were elected president, things
would turn around. Teddy's a good Irish Catholic
spots")like badges of honor.
Ann T. McGuire is a senior natural resource
management major from New London, Conn.,
Curly red hair runs from the back of his hands man whose family knows what it is to work its way
up to something.
right up his brawny arms. It reminds me of Ken
who loves to drink tea with her grandfather.
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Astronomer computes
creation of galaxy
By Debra Davenport
Staff Writer
„
It is evening. You are standing on a
hilltop looking at a clear, starry sky.
Unless you have a telescope, almost
everything you see is a part of your
galaxy. the Milky Way.
For five years. Neil Comins,
assistant professor of physics, has
been using the computer to simulate
spiral galaxy formation. Comins wants
to know how the Milky Way formed.
The Milky Way is one of the spiral
galaxies which compose 15 percent of
the galaxies in the universe. Spiral
galaxies are easily distinguished by
long spiral arms extending from their
nuclei. The arms are made of stars,
gas and dust.
The pattern of each spiral galaxy is
unique, the namber and lengths of
arms vary, and the arms may be
tightly or loosely wound.

• Comins said the computer print-outs
of the simulated galaxy are showing
better patterns of the Milky Way.
Two major theories of spiral galaxy
formation are that spiral arms are
regions of compression and when an
orbiting gas cloud smashes into the
compression wave, the gas cloud
forms stars.
The other suggests that stars are
self-propagating; that the waves from
explosions caused by the births of
massive stars compress neighboring
clouds and cause star -formation.
"My research shows that both
theories are important," Coming said.
"If you include both, you get more
realistic results."
He said his research differs from
previous research in that he uses more
"real physics."
For example. "Earlier research
rarely allowed for explosions of stars.
Without eiplosions and formation of
new stars, the models seem to evolve

Hersh

-

-

By Paul TukStaff Writer

Astronomer Neil Comins (File photo)
very differently.•'
He also said that previous research
assigned the same Miss to all stars,
whereas he is varying the masses.
The mass affects how long a star
lives and whether it will explode when
it dies.
Other variables which Comins

studies include the density of gases,
the distribution of masses, and the
initial velocities of masses.
Similar research is being done at
NASA, Massachusetts institute of
Technology, Cornell University, and
the University of Chicago.

(Continued from page 1).

walking around on land mines.
"When they came to the village, they
rounded them all up, executed them,
and threw them all in ditches. They
raped most of the women, and killed
everybody. They stopped in the middle
of the carnage to have lunch."
Hersh said the stories going around
at the time were that "kids walked
around dropping grenades in your
pants.
"There's little basis to that. Women
and children cooking rice aren't the
enemy," Hersh said.
Hersh said Calley, who claimed he
was only following orders, was the
only one convicted in the massacre. He
was convicted in 1971, and President

Nixon commuted his sentence.
Nixon, like Reagan, is not one of
Hersh's favorite people.
"I'll lack Richard Nixon around,"
"I could watch his
Hersh said.
registration speech for twice a week all
the rest of my life.
.fie (Nixon) believed it was an
inherent right of presidents to put
forces in any part of the world. He
also believed he could lie to the
American people. In those ways he
was not unusual. We know a lot about
him because he spent a lot of time
shooting himself in the foot."
Hersh said the problem with
reporters today is that "we do more
repeating
than
reporting;
and

_
journalists -user-- too --mush— selfNen; YOric Times Is not through
censorship.
investigative journalism anymore. The
"You'll probably ask why it took a press is very reactionary. They do very
reporter writing from the United States little hard investigations. All the big
in 1969 to explain what was really papers are trying to get into Fortune
happening over ther. A lot of reporters 500 instead of putting out a better
simply chose not to (go over there.) product.
They were afraid they'd get a bullet in
"I don't know what it takes to
the back."
change things.
"If I had an answer, kid, I'd put it in
Hersh said the boom is now off in
a bottle and sell it for a buck," Hersh
investigative reporting.
said. "I just don't know."
"The best way to get ahead at the

M A Clark

46 Main Street

41 I

owntown Orono)

Outfitters

Skitikuk

Cr)

Going Paddling This Weekend?

Roses'

Cold Water Kills
We stock polypropylene underwear,
pile, fleece and wool clothing.
Alsomfloatbags, paddles, PFD's
and a fine selection of maps and info

-

$7.99
a dozen

38 Main St., Orono 866-4878

L & A MARKET
Downtown Orono

ORONO HOUSE

19 Mill Street,

OF
PIZZA
University Mall - Stillwater Ave. --

Old Milwaukee

Orarro

12 pack $4.1-0—st ta-Mziip

827-5421

Riunite
Lambrusco Bianco

1 off any large pizza
. with this coupon
We deliver free

Rosato 34liter
$2.39 & tax

$

All Seagrams Mixers

lliter size 3 for $1.00 & tax/dep

1.,

iFree Game
Play game of your choice
in Underground Games

Pizza
Spaghetti

(with this coupon)
4—
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Sports
Raymond to coach Colby football in fall
By Paul Tukey
Staff Writer
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Two seasons ago the Black
Bear football team hired a new
offensive coordinator who played
an integral role in an offense that
gained more yardage than in any
other two seasons in UMO
history.
__
But Chris Raymond left the
Bears' gridiron Tuesday for the
head coaching job at Colby_
College in Waterville.
You might wonder what effect
the loss of Ron Rogerson's righthand-man wilt have on one orthe
nation's top Division 1-AA
offenses.
Not much really., if you listri
to Rogerson and his players and
coaches.
"We have been preparing for
winter,"
all
leaving
him
Rogerson said of Raymond who
has been considered for the job at
Colby for nearly two months.
"We will miss Chris - as a
coach and as a friend. He was a
large factor on our team; he
orchestrated our offense. But the
transition has already begun.
Everyone was at his new position
and
yesterday
practice
in
smoothly,"
ran
everything
Rogerson said.
Indeed the changeover was
barely noticeable. Steve Tosches,
who has coached the receivers for
the past two seasons will become
the offensive coordinator and
will become- -theRogerson
receiver coach - a position he held
as a graduate assistant at
Colorado State. Mike Hodgson,
Rogerson's line coach assistant,
is now hired full-time and will
remain with the offensive line
Rogerson does not plan to hire
any new personnel until\ lex(
season.
Tosches, who became the
second leading passer in New
England football history while
playing for Rhode Island in 197778, feels totally confident in his'
new position as second in
command of the Maine offensive
.line.
Rogerson does not plan to hire
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Gary Hufnagle and Rich LaBonte (foreground) receive directions from
offensive coordinator Chris Raymond for the last time during spring practice.
any new personnel until next
season.
Tosches, who became the
secon leading passer- in New _
England football \history while
playing for Rhode Island in 197778, feels totally confident in his
new position as second in
command of the Maine offense.
"I definitely feel capable of
handling the job," Tosches said.
"It's not like this is a total
surprise;—r-have been getting
ready for this all winter."
Rich LaBonte, who as starting
quarterback, works closer with
the offensive coordinator than
any other player on the team said
Raymond's absence may take
time to get used to.
"We're going to miss him, he's
a bright guy. It will take a while
to get used to it," he said.
reigning
Yankee
The
Conference Offensive Player of
the Year said he has confidence in
Rogerson's and Tosches' ability
to smooth the transition to the
Raymond's
where
point
departure "won't be noticeable
when the season rolls around."

Senior co-captain Erik Heitmann warms up in preparation for the Black
Bears' upcoming tennis match with Colby Saturday.

The toughest thing to replace
the
intangible
be
may
relationship between Raymond
and Rogerson. The pair have
known each other since Rogepson
began as an assistant for,
Raymond's father, "Tubby," at
Delaware 12 years ago.
"We almost never had a time
when we deviated on our basic
philosophy and play calling. We
spent so much time reviewing
films and discussing strategy that
when we got out there on the
were. always
we
sidelines,
thinking the same thing in a given
situation.
"It might be second and four
or second and five and I'd look at
Chris and say 'what do you think
we should go with.' He'd call
something and more often than
not I would have the same play in
mind," Rogerson said.
Will Rogerson be able to
develop the same relatioirshin
with Tosches?
"We have to work on that and
we are starting today. During the
scrimmage when I -call a play, I
will explain to him exactly why.

We'll spend a lot of time talking
and the same type of thing I had
with Chris will come with time,"
Rogerson said.
Raymond, a 1975 graduate of
Virginia, where he studied
architecture and lettered in
football, was the unanimous
choice of the Colby selection
committee and athletic director
Dick McGee. There were three
other finalists for the job.
"He was our choice all along,"
McGee said. "We have great
confidence in his ability" to turn
an offense around that scored
just 59 points and compiled a 1-7
record last fall.
Rogerson echoed McC_ree's
compliments and confidence.
"I'm really happy for him.
He'll do a great job for them.
Chris has made just a tremendous
contribution to our football team
and he's at the point where he
deserves the chance to run his
own program."

Pssst...
The Delta Upsilon/United Way
Road Race will be run on
Sunday, April 24th, at
1:00 p.m. The entry
fee is still $3.00
and the course is
five miles long.
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Achieve your peak with Shop II
by Dave Prichard
Do you want to learn more about
yourself and your potential, and at the
same time help others to do the same
for themselves? Would you like input
in the way your course is instructed and
evaluated?
If you answered yes to one of the
above questions, then perhaps SHOP
II could be a worthwhile experience for
you.
SHOP II, a peer program, isdesigned to help its members and other
students live more effective, productive
and enjoyable lives. It helps students
to more fully develop skills necessary
to'meet the challenges and problems of
everyday life. To achieve this end,
SHOP II teaches skills which include
the following:
Assertiveness - This is a vitally
important living skill. When we act
assertively, we get the message across,
we feel better about ourselves, and we
prevent negative feelings from building
up
and
being
expressed

Too much
of a good
p.

Dear R. L,"Nutrition Team:
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Can you explain the difference
between fat soluble and water soluble
vitamins?,
The four fat soluble vitamins are A,
D, E, and K. As the nameimplies,
these Vitamins are soluble in fat and are
therefore associated
with foods
containing fat such as dairy products,
grains, nuts, meats, and also some
vegetables. Since these vitamins are
not soluble in water, they are not
excreted in the urine, but are stored in
the body. When large amounts of any
of these vitamins (more than 10 times
the RDA)are ingested over a period of
time, they can accumulate in the
tissues, producing toxic effects.
Water soluble vitamins include C,
thiamin (BI), riboflavin -(B2), niacin
(83), pyridoxine (B6), B12, folic acid,
pantothenic acid, and biotin. Animal
products, grains, legumes, and
vegetables contain these vitamins. The
solubility of these vitamins in water
allows them to be excreted in the urine,
but excessive amounts (more than 10
times the RDA) can also produce
adverse effects. Interference of nerve
transmission, hormone action, blood
circulation, and absorption of other
vitamins may occur,- as well as
diarrhea. These symptoms may not be
noticed in contrast to symptoms of fat
soluble vitamin toxicities.
N, Both fat soluble and water soluble
vitamins are needed in adequate
amounts for several processes in our
bodies. A diet which includes a variety
of foods will supply these vitamins in
the amounts needed.

inappropriately.
It is extremely
important in college where our values
-and beliefs are continually challenged,
and where our academic survival often
depends on our ability to say "NO."
Communication Effective
communication is the foundation for
just about any job that you seek, and is
essential in interpersonal relationships.
If you can learn how to attentively awl_
empathically listen to and. hear what
others are saying, lUv,ill be easier for
you to come across sincerely as the
caring, concerned individual that you
are but may have a hard time showing.
Problem Solving-Life is fraught with
obstacles to overcome and problems to
deal with. Our ability to effectively and
efficiently deal with problems is
essential to our well-being and to the
maintenance of the fast pace which we
often set for ourselves as we journey
through life.
„ Time Management- Time is a very
precious and elusive commodity- a
commodity that cannot be bought,

borrowed, manufactured, rented or so very important in the establishment
stolen. It can be and must be better of meaningful, lasting relationships;
.managed before time pressures can be
and to recognize the effect which
reduced and, our most meaningful
alcohol and
other mind-altering
tasks accomplished.drugs may have upon our relationships
Stress Management- Our emotional---is well as how to keep the current ones
and physical health which are
going in a positive, constructive
intricately . interrelated,
depends direction.
largely on-how we handle stress. Learn
Shop Ills a program offered through
to cope effectively with the stress in
Residential Life and offers the
your life and a natural by-product will
opportunity to gain valuable personal
be a happier and more productive life.
and professional experience, as well as
Positive Thinking- The skill of the chance to:
thinking positively (and this does take
-make new friends,
practice) can be instrumental in
-learn group leadership skills,
leading a happier more enjoyable life.
-discover self-help skills,
If we can learn to look on the bright
-gain workshop presentation skills
side of things, become action oriented
-get up to three academic credits.
rather than a passive complainer, and
The SHOP H peer educator life skills
train ourselves to set goals rather than
program may be taken for 0-3 credits
just drift along, our lives will become
and is listed in the course catalog as
all the more effective and fuller, and
EDX 198, Section 39. Pre-register
our experiences all the more meannow!! For more information, please
meaningful.
contact Dave Prichard, Coordinator of
Alcohol and Sexuality- Learning how
SHOP II. Hancock Hall. Office hours
to recognize and accept our sexuality is
are Monday and Friday, 9-12 Noon.

•

The Abstinence Alternative

P. S....Let's Set Things Straight
by Wendy Cole

point. sometime in their lives, when
any other member of the P.S.P. what
they don't want to have sexual
choice you have made concerning your
relations for one reason or another.
sexuality. I never assumed that every
After thinking about it quite a lot; I
We all experience abstinence in one
person who comes to a birth control
realized (with some assistance) that I - form--or another sometime, which
workshop is sexually active and I'm
have really ignored the issue of
brings me to my next point,
sure that isn't the case. Quite frankly
abstinence in this column. With that in
Contrary to popular belief (and
what you choose isn't any of my
mind, I'd like to set the record straight.
popular advertisement), there can be
concern. What does concern me is that
First, when writing this column, 1 - happiness without sex and vice versa. I
you have access to information about
guess that I haven't really been
have nothing but praise and support" your sexuality so that you can make
thinking in terms of people who aren't
for people who decide, one way or
intelligent decisions for yourself.
sexually active because at the outset, it
another, for making a decision that I What you decide, we support,
appears that they have it made. By
commend and congratulate. The point_ abstinence or otherwise.
eliminating sexual relations, you
I want to make clear is that you can — What I'm trying to -say about the
virtually eliminate the risk of
choose what is right for you because Peer Sexuality Program it-StmmariZe
d
contracting
sexually
transmitted
you have options - and abstinence
well by the yellow posters that you
diseases, getting yourself or someone
shouldn't be disregarded. Not having
might have seen up around campus. A
else pregnant, and worry over who is
sex can be the right thing, too.
man and woman stand looking at each
going to sleep in the wet spot. The
It has been brought to my attention
other in their "jammies" with a
point of the matter is that sex can be
that the Peer Sexuality Program
caption that reads:
pretty complicated,
doesn't appear as if it offers any
Peer Sexuality Program: Sexuality
Abstinence, on the other hand, isn't
support for people choosing not to
is more than just sex.
dangerous, anxiety provoking or
have sex. What I want to make clear is
messy. And most people will reach a
that is doesn't really matter to me or
PS
Ask Us!

Soup Kitchen
Menu

April 14 Thursday- Cream of Carrot,
Wheat Bread
18 Monday- Hungarian Pea Soup_ _
.
mitt Curry
_
19 Tuesday- Vegetable Chowder
20 Wednesday- Spaghetti, Garlic
Toast
21 Thursday- Chilled Fruit Soup,
Sweet Whole Wheat & Cheese Bread
25 Monday- Mushroom Turnovers
26 Tuesday- Crema DeSalsa with
Dill Rolls
27 WednesdayPasta with
Mascarpone Sauce
28 ThursdayGoldeo Mustard
Summer Squash with croissants
Come and enjoy the last day of Soup
Kitchen on April 28!!

Issues and Alternatives
A State Wide Symposium
Friday & Saturday, April 29-30
UMO
The UMO Women's Center and other
—LIMO Departments
are sponsoring a women's symposium.
The schedule is as follows:
7:30 p.m., 137 Bennett
Betsy Rose In Concert
Free Admission
Friday, 8 p.m., Lengyl Gym
Registration
Admission, $2.50
Saturday,9 a.m.
Guest Lectures
Memorial Union
Judy Norsigian & Norma
Free workshops sessions**
Swenson, Boston Health
Saturday, 10:15-3:45
Collective. Authors of Our
Memorial Union
Bodies, Ourselves. Saturday,
,**Includes Athletic Health, Menopause, Holistic
Medicine,
History of Doctor's Attitudes toward women, etc., etc.
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